
August 28, 2006

Bill Lindsay
City Manager
City of Richmond
1401 Marina Way South
Richmond, CA 94804
SUBJECT: Container Port in North Richmond
Dear Mr. Lindsay:

It has been brought to my attention that the City of Richmond is investigating the feasibility
of developing a new container seaport on the shoreline of San Francisco Bay in north Richmond.
Although I am not familiar with the details of this idea, I understand that the site being con-
sidered would encompass the eastern side of the Chevron refinery and the West Contra Costa
County landfill adjacent to a shallow part of the Bay where tidal flats are exposed at low tide
and near an extensive tidal marsh extending along the shoreline from the refinery to the landfill
at the mouth of Wildcat Creek.

A container port, such as the one I understand Richmond seems to be contemplating,
requires an expansive flat area at a waterfront location served by a navigable, deep-water
channel with access to ground transportation routes and with support services nearby. More
specifically, modern container terminals require large amounts of land, at least 100 acres per
terminal for efficient operation, and berths at least 1,300 feet in length. Container terminals,
which are costly to construct, need to be integrated with an intermodal transportation facility
that provides for fast, secure and safe transfer of container cargo from ship to railcars and
trucks for rapid movement of goods to market. Container shipping companies are placing
greater reliance on large, centralized terminals from which containers can be placed directly
on double-stacked rail cars or truck chassis for transport to their final destinations. Conse-
quently it is necessary that a container port be served by at least one, and preferably two, rail
lines and that it have easy access to a regional freeway system. Intermodal facilities also require
a considerable amount of flat land. For example, the Port of Oakland’s Joint Intermodal
Terminal covers approximately 160 acres.

Container ports also require sufficiently deep, wide and well-maintained navigation chan-
nels, turning basins and ship berths. Container ship berths, turning basins and access channels
need to be at least 45 and preferably 50 feet deep to safely accommodate modern container
ships. If dredging is needed to achieve these depths, the container port operator must provide
a suitable site or sites for the disposal of material dredged both for the construction of the navi-
gation channels, turning basins and berths and for their ongoing maintenance.

The nearby Richmond Parkway could be used to provide access to Interstate Highways 580
and 80 for trucks carrying cargo to and from the contemplated new port. However, the Parkway
also separates the shoreline area from the main rail yard east of the Parkway. A spur line cur-
rently provides a connection between the main line and the Chevron refinery, but the spur
crosses the Parkway at grade. Therefore, it would appear that a major reconstruction of the
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road and rail system would be needed to provide an efficient intermodal connection between
the contemplated port and the region’s highway and rail system.

Ship access to the contemplated port site presents another problem. The federal government
maintains a  35-foot deep navigation channel at Pinole Shoal. The channel is approximately two
miles offshore from the contemplated container port. As noted, a navigation channel 50 feet
deep would need to be dredged to the container terminal, a turning basin and berths excavated,
and the Pinole Shoal ship channel lowered 15 feet. This would require the dredging and dis-
posal of hundreds of thousands of cubic yards of dredged sediments. The cost of this dredging
would be significant, and there are no federal funds authorized or appropriated for such work.
Moreover, extensive and regular maintenance dredging would be necessary because natural
sedimentation is quite high in this part of the Bay, so the channel, the berths and the turning
basin would rapidly fill with sediment.

As part of our mandated responsibilities, our Commission, in partnership with the Metro-
politan Transportation Commission, has prepared and administers the San Francisco Bay Re-
gional Seaport Plan to ensure that San Francisco Bay’s role as a major world port continues to
contribute to the economic vitality of our region in a manner that protects the environmental
quality of the Bay. The major goals of the plan are: (1) to provide for the efficient use of finite
physical and fiscal resources in the development of port facilities at sites that make regional
sense and will accommodate future growth to meet the economic needs of the region; and (2)
to minimize the need for new Bay fill for port development. To achieve these goals, the Seaport
Plan reserves shoreline areas that are uniquely suited for port development and that require
minimal Bay fill to accommodate the amount of water-borne cargo forecasted to move through
our region’s ports by 2020.

Over the past decade, the volume of container cargo actually handled by the Bay Area’s
ports has been quite close to the levels in the Seaport Plan forecast. In seven of those years the
volume was slightly lower than the forecast. Three years ago the volume matched the forecast.
And over the past two years, the volume has exceeded the forecast, this year by 10 percent. The
recent upswing may be a result of shipping lines redirecting cargo destined for Southern Cali-
fornia ports where congestion is causing unacceptable delays. The upswing may also be reflec-
tive of increases in trade with China. Whatever the cause of this recent increase, we believe our
monitoring of cargo volumes corroborates the reasonableness of the forecasts and our comfort
in the conclusion that the areas currently designated in the Seaport Plan for container facilities
will meet the needs of the Bay Area through 2020.

The Seaport Plan currently designates the existing Port of Richmond as a port priority use
area, which is reserved for port development and container facilities. According to the Seaport
Plan, some fill (33 acres) might be needed to accommodate port development in Richmond, but
with this fill the Port of Richmond has the capacity to annually handle 2.8 million metric tons of
container cargo at Terminals 2-3, 5-6-7 and the Arco Terminal. The Richmond Harbor naviga-
tion channel is 45 feet deep and requires considerably less deepening and maintenance dredg-
ing than would be required in developing access to a north Richmond port site, which is not
designated as a port priority use area in the Seaport Plan.

Even if the flat inland area southerly of the marsh-fringed shoreline were to be used as part
of the contemplated new port area, construction of the facility would appear to require a con-
siderable amount of fill in eel grass beds, tidal marsh, tidal flats and shallow areas of San Fran-
cisco Bay. Such filling would negatively impact hundreds of acres of the Bay. As I am sure you
are aware, a permit for such a massive fill project would have to be approved by our Commis-
sion. Likewise, the dredging and dredged material disposal would also require a BCDC permit.
Under the provisions of state law, BCDC cannot authorize Bay fill unless we can find that there
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is no existing alternative upland location available for a project such as the one Richmond is
considering. As explained above, there are other existing suitable sites in Richmond that are
not currently being fully used for port purposes.

Given that Richmond currently has underutilized port facilities that are being counted upon
to help meet the region’s maritime needs, I respectfully suggest that Richmond focus it efforts
on taking full advantage of the city’s past fiscal investments and the infrastructural advantages
of its existing port operations before pursuing a long and costly investigation of a new port with
significant questions as to its economic feasibility, operational effectiveness, environmental im-
pacts, and regulatory obstacles.

I admit that I have only a vague idea of what Richmond is contemplating. Therefore, I
would be happy to discuss the proposal with you to determine whether my initial highly
skeptical reaction to this contemplated project is fully justified.

Sincerely,

WILL TRAVIS
Executive Director

cc: Commissioner Irma Anderson
Commissioner John Gioia
Doug Kimsey, MTC


